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Abstract

This paper examines the different kinds of efficiency in health including allocative, technical, and dynamic efficiency. A framework is provided to look at pay for performance (P4P) programs in health services delivery. The measures used and the basis of reward and types of rewards are discussed. This is followed by a discussion of the types of rewards and the payments of rewards. The resulting problems that need to be addressed are explained and an assessment of evidence is presented.
Introduction

It is widely recognized that health care systems in most countries are performing poorly. Resources are being used in inefficient ways and, in many instances, the health services that are needed most are not being produced. Additionally, the cost of health services is increasing at an alarming rate. Governments, private sectors, and health insurance companies cannot afford to pay for necessary health benefits. As out of pocket payments increase, the problem is compounded. These are among the major barriers in any attempt to expand health care coverage.

The purpose of this paper is to assess the literature on a new and growing trend of results-based finance in health called pay for performance (P4P). We begin this assessment with a broad discussion of three different efficiency concepts in healthcare: allocative efficiency, technical efficiency, and dynamic efficiency. This section is followed by the presentation of broad frame to view P4P programs. The framework shows the connection between the measures used, the basis for rewards, and the rewards given. The types of reward models are simply defined and the two key issues involved are attached.

Next, we review the experiments on P4P in selected countries. The literature on P4P in health is new, vast and rapidly growing. But most of the current research is quite preliminary since P4P models are only just being implemented. As a result, the research designs lack the rigor needed to evaluate their impact. For illustrative purposes, we have selected a few P4P program to give a sense of the kinds of P4P currently at work. Clearly, this is not intended to be exhaustive.

The final section of the paper assesses the evidence-based effectiveness of P4P. At best, we can find the evidence weak at this point. The paper concludes with some thoughts on the future of P4P and its importance in results-based financing and improving health care system.

Section 1

Efficiency as viewed by economists can have a variety of meanings. Allocative efficiency speaks to the marginal cost of producing health care and its marginal benefit or price. The concept desires to maximize the output of the healthcare system. It begs the questions: What is the best use of every dollar spent on the healthcare system? Should dollars be spent on inpatient care or outpatient care? Prevention versus treatment? Here, the benefits sought are those that increase health. These are the allocative efficiency questions that all healthcare systems need to address. Public spending on health systems must
make these allocations. When individuals pay for health services in a market with out-of-pocket funds, their willingness to pay is measured. In theory, the marginal cost of each output of the health system is weighted against the price the consumer is willing to pay.

Technical efficiency in the healthcare system deals with minimizing cost and maximizing quality, or both. It looks at the production function in the health systems. For example, what is the most efficient combination of doctors, nurses, midwives and other health professionals in order to produce outpatient visits or inpatient stays? The idea is that technical efficiency is reached when the cost of the inputs is minimized for a given level of output or quality or both.

Health system change is extremely important and often overlooked. The dynamic efficiency of a health system asks the question: Is the rate of technological change in the healthcare system optimal? Technological change in healthcare is broadly defined. It includes new procedures, drugs and diagnostic tests. Many health economists attribute over half of the increase in health care costs in developed countries to an increase in technology. Part of the increase might be worth the cost if the new technology improves the productivity of the health system. The increased use of electronic medical records is an obvious example.

Results-based financing and P4P programs are an attempt to address all three of these efficiencies – allocative, technical, and dynamic. Equity goals are often considered as well. With this, P4P programs are being seen as a potential approach to improving and reforming health systems.

Section 2

Our review of the P4P literature on the supply side suggests a framework that can be used to evaluate P4P programs. Cash transfers and other consumer incentives on the demand side are also important, but are not included in this review. Figure A shows the structure of the P4P programs that we reviewed.

The measures used can be split into quality and efficiency measures. In developed countries P4P is largely used for quality improvements, though cost savings is certainly another element. The quality measures used can be viewed in the well-known paradigm: structure, progress and outcome. Structural measures of quality can be seen in the equipment and technology used, as well as health care facility spending. Process measures are those procedures that the facility routinely does, such as administering vaccinations, screening for diseases, and delivering the appropriate level and type of treatment.

The most valued measures are clearly outcomes, the delivery of a healthy baby, for example. Since many health outcomes are difficult to measure or to attribute to healthcare interventions,
intermediate outcomes are often used. An example of this would be chronic disease management, improved blood sugar and cholesterol levels. In most cases, P4P uses patient satisfaction as an outcome measure.

One low-income country and some middle-income countries valued the efficiency of P4P programs. Their health systems are seen as poor performing as they continue to focus on more output, as measured by more visits or more inpatient stays. In some cases quality is considered but it is clearly not the focus. Increasing hours worked, reducing absenteeism, improving the procedural practice of a facility is clearly the goal.

What are the major ways that improved performance, be it in quality or quantity, are best rewarded? It does appear that meeting a target is most often used. Examples include a target rate of breast exams or prenatal visits, though it is understood that targets do vary by type of practice and facility. In contrast to a target is the use of changes in measures or improvements in the rate of vaccination. A single version of this approach would be to have an increase in reward for an increase in a level of quality or quantity – perhaps both. Economic theory supports this basis of rewards since targets can produce distortions. Practices near the target rate are rewarded for little effort while those starting well below the target have little chance of a reward.

In industrialized countries one sees the use of rankings as a basis for reward. Being in top ten percent, for example, is one such ranking system. This method suffers from some of the same limitations as using targets. Those starting at the top have little incentive as do those at the bottom if they see their chances of improved ranking as small. What we observe is a multitude of different ways to reward performance often in combination with different measures and combinations of measures being used. At this time, no clear pattern of reward has emerged.

How are practices or institutions rewarded in P4P? The use of financial bonuses is clearly the most often reward given. It can be a flat bonus or a percent bonus and is most often given on a yearly basis. In industrialized countries, for example in the United States of America, the public acknowledgement of reaching a goal or the ranking achieved is used as a reward. The bonus can be given directly to providers but is most often given to the medical practice or group (see figure B). The practice then decides how to allocate or spend the reward. In the USA the reward is often given to the practice rather than directly to the doctors (80% of the time). In the United Kingdom the reward is most often given as a salary bonus directly to doctors.

In developing countries, there is considerable variation in who receives the reward. For example, in Rwanda the bonus is given to the practice who must then distribute. It is often paid as salary increases
but is sometimes used to improve the practice (e.g. advanced equipment). In Turkey the payment is given to the doctor if they increase their effort in the private sector.

Any method of reward has its difficulties. The payment of rewards needs to address case mix differences between practices and severity of illness of patients treated or reward systems will be distorted. The data required to do this properly, as well as the methodological changes, are significant. To date, there are no agreed upon methods of doing this is unlikely to emerge.

Another significant challenge is that of shirking. This happens if the cost of providers is too costly to measure, monitor, and attribute to the efforts of individual providers. If all providers are paid equal rewards then the incentive to improve performance is blunted. Another significant issue related to rewards comes about if there are different reward systems or levels of reward. This is more often the case in developed countries with public and private payers. Sorting out the impact of the performance in these cases may prove almost impossible.

**Section 3**

My assessment of the evidence concerning P4P at this time is that it is weak. This is due in large measure to the weaknesses of the evaluations. Most P4P programs have no research design that would enable one to determine how or if the program was working. Comparison groups are lacking. We cannot really attribute these changes to P4P without adequate control groups. In our cases, multiple changes are impacting the practice so it is really impossible to isolate the P4P impact or lack of impact. This doesn’t mean that P4P is not working or it could be made to work. It does mean that the evidence may not be available or that the evidence is weak. Improved research designs are needed.

Then, there is the question that if P4P does work, will other issues naturally arise? For example, will the practice improve the things it is rewarded at the expense of the things it is not? How do we determine this without massive and expensive monitoring costs? More attention to this problem is clearly needed.

The impact of P4P on equity is also an issue worth considering. Without adequate risk adjustment for healthy patients who receive more care than those who are sick or perhaps difficult to treat. The measures used as a basis of reward may favor one type of patient over another. These concerns are real. On the other hand, P4P can be designed to improve equity. If we paid higher bonuses for very sick patients or poor patients, this might improve equity. In this case, it is not the P4P program that makes equity worse but the way it is implemented.
In theory, incentives matter in all types of behavior and certainly in the health system. They are clearly not the only thing that motivates provider behavior. We need much more experimentation in P4P and rigorous evaluation. There is little doubt that P4P is spreading rapidly around the world. If it is successful in improving efficiency then it can be used as an agent to reform health care systems. There is much truth to the saying “you get what you pay for” – caveat emptor.

**Figure A: Structure of P4P Programs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Basis for Reward</th>
<th>Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality:</td>
<td>Absolute level of measure:</td>
<td>Bonus payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Structure: investment in technology, facilities, and equipment</td>
<td>target or continuum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in measure</td>
<td>Publicize measures and ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative ranking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– vaccination rates, cancer screening, disease management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– chronic care measures, patient satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Cost savings or productivity improvements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure B: P4P Reward Payment Models

Implementation Issues

- Shirking
- Case mix
- Multiple payer-medical group relationships
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